Cleaning Carts
FOR HOSPITALITY
Innovative Cleaning Carts

Housekeeping Carts feature superior tool organization and storage options in a more compact footprint. Choose from our wide range of accessories to create an efficient cleaning system.

- **10 QUART DISINFECTING CADDIES**
  Organize cleaning supplies with two removable caddies.

- **LOBBY DUST PAN & VACUUM HOLDER**
  Holds commercial upright vacuums.

- **COMFORT GRIP CART HANDLE**
  Improved design makes the cart more maneuverable and comfortable.

- **SECURITY HOOD AND DOORS**
  Dual access hood and doors keep cleaning supplies concealed from view. Supplies can be accessed from both sides of the cart, saving time and increasing productivity. Locks provide security for unattended carts.

- **STORAGE OPTIONS**
  Keep cleaning tools and supplies within easy reach by adding the Fabric 9-Pocket Organizer. The optional Fabric Mesh Linen Bag holds up to 22 standard size towels.

- **9T78 HIGH SECURITY HOUSEKEEPING CART**
  Shown with standard Locking Security Hood and Locking Cabinet Door Kit, and optional accessories.

- **ATTRACTIVE AND FUNCTIONAL STYLING**
  The curved lines and sleek design are suitable for any upscale environment. Surfaces are easy to clean.

- **STANDARD FEATURES**
  The 9T78 includes two high-quality zippered Compact Fabric Bags with waterproof PVC lining.
COMPACT AND FOLDABLE
Folding handles and platform create a 28% more compact cart, allowing easy storage in areas of limited space. Folds to 34” x 22”.

ULTRA COMPACT PROFILE
Our most compact cart, the 9T77 has a 26% smaller footprint than our 9T76 Compact Folding Housekeeping Cart for improved maneuverability.

INCREASED CAPACITY IN A SMALLER FOOTPRINT
Features five cubic feet of storage in the cabinet area while offering a 37% more compact footprint than our standard size 6189 cart.

CONVENIENT WORK AREA
Waste Cover & Storage Compartment keeps waste covered and provides space for personal items.

SECURE MOP AND BROOM STORAGE
Innovative rubber Tool Grips hold handles at any position, up to 1 1/8” in diameter.
## HOUSEKEEPING CARTS

**9T77 TURNDOWN HOUSEKEEPING CART**
- **Dimensions**: 38\(\frac{3}{4}\)" l x 22" w x 44" h
- **Ship Weight**: 69 lbs
- **Color**: Black
- **Includes**:
  - 9T81: Compact Fabric Replacement Bag (1 ea)
  - 9T82: 10 Quart Disinfecting Caddy (2 ea)
  - 9T85: Locking Cabinet Door Kit

**9T76 COMPACT FOLDING HOUSEKEEPING CART**
- **Dimensions**: 51\(\frac{3}{4}\)" l x 22" w x 44" h
- **Ship Weight**: 74 lbs
- **Color**: Black
- **Includes**:
  - 9T81: Compact Fabric Replacement Bag (1 ea)
  - 9T82: 10 Quart Disinfecting Caddy (2 ea)
  - 9T85: Locking Cabinet Door Kit

**9T78 HIGH SECURITY HOUSEKEEPING CART**
- **Dimensions**: 38\(\frac{3}{4}\)" l x 22" w x 53\(\frac{1}{2}\)" h
- **Ship Weight**: 69 lbs
- **Color**: Black
- **Includes**:
  - 9T81: Compact Fabric Replacement Bag (1 ea)
  - 9T82: 10 Quart Disinfecting Caddy (2 ea)
  - 9T85: Locking Cabinet Door Kit
  - 9T86: Locking Security Hood

## WASTE ACCESSORIES

**9T81 Compact Fabric Replacement Bag**
- **Dimensions**: 33\(\frac{1}{2}\)" l x 10\(\frac{1}{4}\)" w x 17\(\frac{1}{4}\)" h
- **Ship Weight**: 6.2 lbs
- **Color**: BLA
- **Pack**: 2

**9T89 Triple Waste Wire Bag Holders**
- **Dimensions**: 12\(\frac{3}{8}\)" l x 3" w x 4\(\frac{1}{4}\)" h
- **Ship Weight**: 3.5 lbs
- **Color**: BLA
- **Pack**: 1

**3540 Slim Jim® Waste Container**
- **Dimensions**: 20" l x 11" w x 30" h
- **Ship Weight**: 32.9 lbs
- **Color**: YEL
- **Pack**: 4

## SECURITY ACCESSORIES

**9T86 Locking Security Hood**
- **Dimensions**: 9\(\frac{3}{4}\)" l x 17" w x 19" h
- **Ship Weight**: 8 lbs
- **Color**: BLA
- **Pack**: 1

**9T85 Locking Cabinet Door Kit**
- **Dimensions**: 33\(\frac{1}{4}\)" l x 16" w x 1" h
- **Ship Weight**: 16 lbs
- **Color**: BLA
- **Pack**: 1

## STORAGE ACCESSORIES

**9T82 10 Quart Disinfecting Caddy**
- **Dimensions**: 7\(\frac{1}{8}\)" l x 14" w x 8" h
- **Ship Weight**: 10 lbs
- **Color**: YEL
- **Pack**: 6

**9T84 30 Quart Storage Bin**
- **Dimensions**: 11\(\frac{1}{16}\)" l x 17\(\frac{3}{16}\)" w x 14" h
- **Ship Weight**: 7 lbs
- **Color**: YEL
- **Pack**: 2

**9T90 9-Pocket Fabric Organizer**
- **Dimensions**: 28\(\frac{1}{8}\)" l x 19\(\frac{3}{16}\)" w x 19\(\frac{1}{4}\)" h
- **Ship Weight**: 7.3 lbs
- **Color**: BLA
- **Pack**: 6

**9T91 Fabric Mesh Linen Bag**
- **Dimensions**: 33\(\frac{1}{8}\)" l x 10\(\frac{1}{4}\)" w x 16\(\frac{1}{4}\)" h
- **Ship Weight**: 10.9 lbs
- **Color**: BLA
- **Pack**: 6

**6179 Waste Cover & Storage Compartment**
- **Dimensions**: 17\(\frac{3}{4}\)" l x 12\(\frac{1}{4}\)" w x 21\(\frac{1}{4}\)" h
- **Ship Weight**: 3 lbs
- **Color**: BLA
- **Pack**: 1
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Customer Service: 1-800-347-9800
www.rubbermaidcommercial.com